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Relay



• Start
Mass starts on ski stadium. Competitors will be lined up in rows,10 competitors 

in each row. No classic ski track from the start! In first approximately 50 m 
from start only double poling is allowed! End of double poling section will be 
marked with a line in the terrain. 

• Handout of maps
Before mass start maps will be handed out into each athlete’s left hand behind 

her/his back between 90 and 45 seconds before the start and on the signal 
the athletes are allowed to move the map from behind into their map holder. 
Signal „Maps“ will be given 15 sec before the start. Start command is “Go”.

 
• Warm-up 
Warm-up area is the same area next to the competition centre as today.

• Waxing facilities 
Same as today. 



• Quarantine
No quarantine zones. Maps will be collected after the finish.
It is strictly forbidden for teams to follow GPS tracking on web before 
last start
FAIR PLAY!

• Courses

Category  Length   Controls   
M20  7,7-7,8 17
W20 6,7-6,8 16
M17 5,7-5,8 13
W17 4,7-4,8 12

Please check SI-card numbers in the start list and make sure that 
competitors will start with appropriate SI-card!





 - Courses are using a relatively small area, therefore controls are situated 
close to each other and courses cross themselves. No controls closer to 
each other than 60 metres, though. Check carefully control codes and 
control sequence! 

- Big difference in 1st and 2nd loop lengths - over 1km
- Lakes are out of bounds, also mapped like this (dark blue with black 

borderline)
- There are some unmapped scooter tracks, which are closed with 

plastic tape!
    These tracks are of poor quality and do not offer any good route                     

choices 



The dotted tracks where accurate today (represented the skiing speed), but 
we don´t know if the dotted tracks will be skiable tomorrow. All lined tracks 
will be convenient for skiing.



GPS tracking
GPS tracking devices will be handed out on the arena. Selected skiers are 
marked in the start list .

GPS tracking without background map will be shown on a screen inside the 
Café building during the event. Note that it is still not allowed or fair play 
to watch tracking on the Internet during the competition!

Wheather forecast
www.ilm.ee
www.emhi.ee

http://www.ilm.ee/
http://www.ilm.ee/
http://www.emhi.ee/
http://www.emhi.ee/


GOOD LUCK!


